
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of security
operations center operator. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for security operations center operator

Contribute ideas toward improving the day-to-day business practices of the
GSOC
You will be working in a 1st line team responsible for detecting and
identifying cyber threats using wide range of security solutions (SIEM,
Vulnerability Scanners, Antivirus Software, Proxy, etc)
You will be a part of the team of experts and security enthusiasts who work in
creative and friendly atmosphere
Entry Level - Technical Support
Handle crisis and emergency situations
Manage events from beginning to end
Receive and maintain records on all store/office alarm service calls, contacting
the appropriate vendor, tracking, and documenting completion of service
Utilize excellent attention to detail, perform communication for Life safety
incidents, 911 emergency calls, power failures, medical emergencies,
employee/customer inquiries, equipment and facility service requests, facility
access, daily activity events, and more
Evaluate global incidents that may impact employees or offices and escalate
accordingly to security management and subsequently to other business units
within the company
Evaluate travel notifications and alert travelers with potential impact

Example of Security Operations Center Operator Job
Description
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Accurately maintain control of all equipment and keys in the Control Room
Initiate response/notification procedures during domestic and overseas
emergency situations such as medical emergencies, bomb threats, workplace
violence incidents, suspended or terminated employees, power outages,
hazardous material spills, suspicious activity, press and media requests, cargo
truck incidents
Work in conjunction with the Regional Account Managers to ensure projects
operate within the contract Master Schedule specifications, assist to resolve
any schedule variances
On a daily basis, verify that the planned Security Services nationwide are met
per contract specifications
Ensure the correct and consistent administration of the client/Supplier
Service Agreement
Must possess a minimum of one year of security experience


